
GUIDE

PROJECT: ATHENA HEALTH PROVIDER SUPPORT

How We Do It

Where the focus is on the individual.

A step by step guide that gives you a peek over our shoulders as 
we work on staff training with our IT client.
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We could just tell you how Blue Eagle Consulting provides healthcare
organizations with the individuals crucial to making large software invest-
ments perform as expected. Better yet, we will show you exactly How We Do 
It, week by week over the scope of a specific Athena Health one month client 
training project. We invite you to look over our shoulder for a peek inside, as 
our consultants do their jobs, to see for yourself how our experts work with 
everyone on your staff. This is the best way to appreciate how we train and 
empower people with various organizational responsibilities in the variety 
of departments that interact with the software, with the knowledge and the 
essential skills to establish them as “super users.”

SITUATION
Our client, an ambulatory community health clinic, had purchased Athena 
Health software, but was not getting maximum use from the investment. After 
recently going live on the system, they turned to Blue Eagle for provider 
support expertise to optimize system use as well as work with the 
organization on workflow and best practices. Our consultants, many of whom 
are not only technical but also operational experts, stepped in for this 
short-term, one-month project to understand the client’s critical needs and 
solve those issues through a combination of department training as well as 
one-on-one sessions.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
 � Outfit the outreach department with appropriate templates and provide 

training for charting and scheduling.
 � Provide guidance to the medical staff regarding day to day operation of 

the system.
 � Help verify appropriate data collection and run reports, ensure we are 

capturing meaningful use measures:
• Ensure HEDIS and GPRA codes are appropriateStreamline RX refills: 

currently extremely cumbersome and time consuming
• Annotate clinical documents
• Load appropriate DX as we are a FM/IM clinic and should have access 

to every DX in medicine which currently isn’t the case and hinders use 
of templates

• Load CPT and IDC 10 codes for questionnaires 
• Set default for labs to office not outside clinic
• Set up template for Community Health Representatives (CHRs) and 

train CHRs and transporters for charting and scheduling
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 � Discussed the benefits of Order Delegation and worked with provider to 
set up feature for nurses and clinical staff

 � Assigned Practice Roles to providers to allow access to delete 
documents, encounters, and order groups

 � Worked with Athena to update Nurse Visit Workflow and edited Provider 
templates

 � Followed up on lab compendium, E&M codes were not defaulting 
 � Provided one-on-one support: worked with client’s Nurse Practitioner 

(NP)
• How to add and update Text Macros
• How to close lab results once reviewed and forward to staff if 

necessary
 � Provided front desk support: worked with Front Desk Representative

• Demonstrated and trained how to Add and Terminate insurance 
packages

• How to update policy plan types
• End of Day processes (Balancing Batch)
• Managing provider schedule and working the bump list

 � Provided At-the-Elbow support for Outreach Manager (OM)
 � Added POC office order type for “Foot Check” requested by OM
 � Billing Department—Trained and discussed process to resolve nurse 

visit charges 
• Worked with Billing staff to resolve outstanding missing slips. Trained 

and educated users on how to view order groups and patient cases to 
determine which services were performed

• Demonstrated how to view the workflow dashboard to easily access 
claim

• Resolution of claim edits (included updating claim to reflect assignment 
of benefits acknowledgement)

 � Staff Training Sessions 
• Provider/Physician (Creating and Managing Text Macros and Order 

sets, Document Management) 
• Worked with Provider/Physician to adjust Task Assignment Overrides 

for PCS. Provider requested all PCS be directed to Provider Staff 
bucket. 

• Clinical Staff—Creating and Managing Text Macros and Ordersets, End 
user training of Chart Abstraction and Report Builder Training. 

• Worked with front desk staff, demonstrated the importance of 
completing fields at check-in and effects of selecting Portal vs Paper 
preference for Patient Care Summaries

• Medical Assistants—Case and Document Management. 
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Provider and Clinical Staff Training Sessions 

 � Provider Physician—Scheduling/Check-in, Intake/Exam, and Document 
and Case Management
• Clinical Staff—User will need Ambir Scanner to upload patient photo 

and insurance card. Configured user browser, Text Macro Training 
• Front Desk—Followed up on Patient Care Summary information and 

worked with scanner hardware. 
• Outreach Team Training—Scheduling, Check-in/Check-out, Case and 

Document Management
 � Clinical Report Training 

• Report Builder/Report Library—Edited specific user roles to include 
Report: Report Builder, Library, and Demographics 

 � Program Management—Report Training, trained PM how to build new, 
view and edit existing reports. Encouraged user to start working in Athena 
in order to get comfortable with basic navigation. 

 � Medical Assistants—Clinicals Training, worked with user on how to 
create order groups and routing of patient cases. Demonstrated how to 
create a chart export, order immunizations, and enter billing codes 
associated. Covered printing labs after the order is signed off and encoun-
ter closed. Showed users how to navigate homepage features and update 
user preferences if needed. Worked with users on how to create Chart 
Exports and entering provider information for those not found in the 
Athena Provider Dictionary. 

 � Credentialing—Worked with user on how to view the workflow dash-
board and missing slips. Showed Credentialing Staff how to view and 
print Pay-for-Performance and Quality reports. Resolved issue user had 
determining how to find patient identifier and provided support options 

 � Outreach Staff—discussed process for building, editing, and utilizing 
existing and customizable reports. Demonstrated how to create reports 
and filter by Provider, DX, and dates of service. Overview of Athena 
Clinicals and documenting home visits in patient chart.
• Creating Order Groups—Ordering POC labs
• Document Management—Add/Editing Patient Cases
• Check in/Scheduling
• Chart Export and Printing patient cases

 � HIM—Report training and researched Deleted/Merged patient. 
Determined that once a patient is Deleted/Merged this cannot be undone. 
Stressed the importance of this functionality and the consequences if 
patient encounter appointment is checked in and account charted. 
Worked with user on how to reprocess documents, delete and rejoin 
faxes.

 � PRC Staff Training—Equal Access granted to user to build reports 
(Report Builder, Report Library, and Report Patient Demo) Worked with 
PRC to help develop a workflow to identify PRC patients. The following 
topics were discussed and trained:
• Reporting—How to Build, Edit and Save Reports
• Referrals Workflow
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 � Patient Confidential and Patient Information fields. Recommended that 
PRC Patient be indicated in either of these fields of the patient chart in 
order to easily identify patients that are associated with PRC.

 � NP and Staff—Worked with individual users on entering patient past 
medical history. Discussed how to document patient past medical 
procedures.

 � Behavioral Health Staff 
• Athena clinicals training, worked with user to identify department 

tables (Medical vs Behavior health)
• Document and Case Management
• Document scanning Staff—Trained user how to scan admin documents 

into Athena, label and classify documents
 � Billing Department—Resolved resolution issues and computer display 

layouts 
• Worked with staff on deleting patient encounters and selecting billing 

not required for those encounters that do not require charges to be 
applied

• Updated and downloaded ADM for Billing: Clinicals access permission 
granted per client
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Outreach Staff
 � Updated provider profiles to include Outreach Department. Users were 

unable to access Outreach patient schedule update to allow viewing.  All 
users now have access to view and schedule in Athena

 � Appointment type “Transport” was added in Athena for Scheduling in 
Athena per user request

 � Training and Support for CHR’s and Transporters
 � Access granted to allow transporters to schedule appointments

Billing 

 � Configured user desktop and gave access to Clinicals Billing role. Client 
was unable to create claims and view claims screen once billing tab 
completed by provider, issue resolved

 � Worked with Billing on how to delete encounters and Mark Encounters as 
not requiring charge billing if applicable.

Staff
 

 � Worked with user on how to create report to view patients that had been 
seen by specific provider. Helped to filter and edit report to 
capture certain data needed. 

 � Discussed Athena scanning and notified of new software that was to be 
loaded at front desk to capture patient cards and ID.

Case Manager—Reporting
 � Worked to create and edit reports to include specific criteria (GPRA and 

HEIDIS measures) 
 � Athena Webinar Support: Contacted CSR at Athena to discuss and trou-

bleshoot report issues. Reports are not populating all data as expected. 
Athena report builder tool is to be used specifically for orders and 
information entered in Athena.

 � Trained user how to access and utilize Pay for Performance dashboard 
which client found to be helpful

 � Worked with user to create order sets for Diabetic patient information
 � Backend changes include updating fee schedule and mapping codes to 

specific procedures. 
 � Onsite support one-on-one training

• Transport Training with Client
• CHR-Training—Updated user profiles to allow access to department 

schedules and access to add orders
 - Showed users how to view flowsheets and POC tests
 - Discussed Document management and referrals

• Billing Department—Helped to develop a workflow for providers to 
view and edit missing slips  
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• Provider/Physician-At-the-Elbow Support—Discussed with provider 
how to view and fix Missing Slips, Fax Forwarding and Referral 
Workflows

• Document Scanning Training
• Discussed open case for GPRA and HEIDIS Enrollment and what 

documents Athena needs, provided case information for follow up

Onsite support One-on-One Training
 � Outreach Training—Discussed historical lab workflow, users were 

abstracting historical results from previous system in order to generate 
flowsheets. Discussion between clinical manager and Outreach to go for-
ward due to time restraints and amount of time it could take to add all the 
past data. Utilize Athena and determine which patients need to be seen 
and if new labs need to be performed. New results will interface back into 
Athena and flowsheets auto populate based on data 
• Optimized workflow for patient orders including Hemoglobin finger-

sticks
• Gave access to users to sign orders to prevent POC orders from going 

to user inbox. Advised staff about when to be cautious signing off on 
orders. 

 � POC labs not showing in Outreach clinical table. Updated department to 
allow in office orders and tied department to specific labs as requested by 
Outreach i.e. Fingerstick, Diabetic Foot Exam, A1C and Hemoglobin

 � HIM 
• Worked with client on how to create a Chart Export and discussed 

Check-In. User stated she feels comfortable with Check-in process 
• Worked with user on printing and viewing reports (Delete/Merged 

Patients)

Comments Regarding Athena Changes and 
Updates

 � Updated Athena Screenings section, worked with Client to streamline 
screenings. Global screening settings were enabled. Staff and Provider/
Physician advised which ones needed. Updated section to allow minimum 
options to default. Removed those that are not utilized.

 � Built Cancellation report for Behavioral Health. Worked with client to ac-
cess, filter and edit report as needed.

 � Lab Result Follow up Report—Worked with Clinic Manager to create a 
report for lab results in the status of Perform. Saved report under Practice 
and worked with user to develop and filter information needed for patients 
that need to come in and have labs completed. 

 � Campaign Education—Worked Clinic Manager to develop campaign for 
patients with lab orders in Perform status. Discussed message routes via 
campaigns in Athena. Campaign for the stated has been created.
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Onsite Support Training
 � At-the-Elbow support demonstrated Saved Findings, created Text 

Macros, and discussed POC orders and Exam documentation. User was 
not entering Foot Check as a procedure. Worked with user on how to 
enter procedures and utilized saved findings.

 � Medical Assistants Training—End user training to discuss ongoing 
issues and resolution. Users have expressed issues that are occurring 
at the front desk (i.e. Patient insurances not being verified and entered 
correctly, Pharmacy and patient check in) Advised will work with front end 
users and give positive reinforcement. Training included demonstrating 
how to use Athena support options. Additional training included 
medication reconciliation, pharmacy and lab defaults, case management 
and managing order groups. 

 � Staff - Reporting—Discussed clinical guidelines and QMR departments 
have been enrolled in measures and reports need to be customized per 
user. Sent instructions on how to create reports.

 � Staff—Observed and worked with user to ensure process compliance. 
User was advised to make sure to scan insurance, request photo ID and 
insurance cards from patients and to enter the correct insurance. Staff 
One-on-One training with user to discuss credentialing questions and how 
to manage support cases. Resolved case credentialing and A/R 
questions.

Athena System Post-Training Comments and 
Changes

 � Updated POC hearing test to reflect additional values per request of MA
 � Added Patient Location (Triage Room)
 � Enrolled department in clinical guidelines and worked with client on 

adding and hiding QM measures specific to the department
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Overall, the clinic is steadily improving and there were fewer questions over 
the course of the project.  I worked with several users on process improve-
ment as well as workflow.  Specifically, I worked to ensure client is familiar 
with HIPPA as well as MU guidelines during the check in stage. We discussed 
eligibility and worked with billing to identify issues that could be affecting the 
billing offices as a reminder the front was instructed to Check out patients 
daily.  

Additionally, several one-on-one trainings occurred in Outreach.  I worked 
closely with the Outreach dept. to determine how to create and complete 
order groups as well as patient cases.  I have previously forwarded instruc-
tions on how reports can be created for the information requested generally 
used in Outreach.  These reports should fit the departments needs and I have 
forwarded all case related issues regarding reports to user.   

Overall the departments and providers seem to be doing well and have stated 
that they feel more confident and have a much better understanding of the 
system since training.  Once the issues at check in are resolved that will 
improve quality. As always, if the client (or anyone else) has any questions 
please do not hesitate to contact BEC for any of your Athenahealth needs.

Get in touch with Blue Eagle Consulting today 
to let us know how we can help you!
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